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Big Bang:  
13.8 billion years  
ago, so 1 day = 
38 million years. 

1 month =  
1.15 billion years

Big Bang



First Hour
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Each minute = 
26,000 years

Neutral atoms form 
for the first time. 

[400,000 year after Big 
Bang] 
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3

Each minute = 
26,000 years

Neutral atoms form 
for the first time. 

[400,000 year after Big 
Bang] 

A gas of neutral atoms is 
transparent, so glow from 
hot gas at that time is still 
visible in the sky:  “Cosmic 
Microwave Background.” 



First Hour

3

Each minute = 
26,000 years

Neutral atoms form 
for the first time. 

[400,000 year after Big 
Bang] 

Hot places, where gas was  
slightly more dense, were 
seeds of today’s galaxies  
and galaxy clusters. 
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First stars &                  
proto-galaxies form 

[about 13 billion years ago (gya)]
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Milky Way galaxy 
forms and develops  
its spiral structure 

[about 13 to 11 gya]
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Milky Way galaxy 
forms and develops  
its spiral structure 

[about 13 to 11 gya]

Elements    
heavier than 
hydrogen & 
helium (e.g. 
carbon, oxygen, 
iron) begin to  
be created in 
interiors of 
stars.
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Milky Way galaxy 
forms and develops  
its spiral structure 

[about 13 to 11 gya]

Over the 
coming“months,” 
these elements 
are recycled: 
blown out into 
interstellar 
space when 
stars explode 
(supernovas).
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Solar system & 
Earth form 

[4.6 gya]
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Solar system & 
Earth form 

[4.6 gya] All abundant 
elements on 
Earth, except 
for hydrogen, 
were formed in 
earlier stars & 
became 
available for 
new stars & 
planets after 
recycling by 
supernovas. 
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Solar system & 
Earth form 

[4.6 gya]
Rare elements 
(e.g. silver, 
gold, uranium) 
formed in 
supernovas 
themselves, or 
in collisions of 
supernova 
remnants 
(neutron 
stars). 
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Around this date: 
earliest life on Earth 

[about 4 gya ?]
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Earliest fossils:         
cyano (blue-green) 
bacteria  
[3.5 gya] 
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Earliest fossils:         
cyano (blue-green) 
bacteria  
[3.5 gya] 
  

cyanobacteria  
get energy from  
photosynthesis; 
release oxygen.
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cyanobacteria 
produce our oxygen-
rich atmosphere 
[3.5 to 0.6 gya] 
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cyanobacteria 
produce our oxygen-
rich atmosphere 
[3.5 to 0.6 gya] 

At first, most 
of the oxygen 
absorbed by 
rusting the iron 
in the oceans. 
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cyanobacteria 
produce our oxygen-
rich atmosphere 
[3.5 to 0.6 gya] 

Only later does 
oxygen build up 
in the 
atmosphere.
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cyanobacteria 
produce our oxygen-
rich atmosphere 
[3.5 to 0.6 gya] 

Makes complex  
life possible
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Earliest evidence of 
multicellular life  
[2.1 gya]
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Earliest evidence of 
multicellular life  
[2.1 gya]

may either be  
a complex colony  
of single-celled  
organisms, or an   
early animal.
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Earliest evidence of 
multicellular life  
[2.1 gya]

for all cells 
(even in interior) 
to get oxygen, 
environment 
must be oxygen-
rich. 
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“Cambrian explosion”: rapid evolution of wide variety of  
complex life, including early vertebrate-like animals 

[541 million years ago (mya)]
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“Cambrian explosion”: rapid evolution of wide variety of  
complex life, including early vertebrate-like animals 

[541 million years ago (mya)]

Molaria  
(early  
arthropod)

 Pikaia (chordate)

Opabinia  
(cousin of arthropods)
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Evidence for early  
land animals  

[375 mya] 
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Evidence for early  
land animals  

[375 mya] 

Tiktaalik roseae
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Largest mass 
extinction ever: 
“The Great Dying” 

[252 mya] 
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Extinction of 
perhaps 95% of 
all species on 
earth.

Largest mass 
extinction ever: 
“The Great Dying” 

[252 mya] 
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Animals of the 
Permian period

Largest mass 
extinction ever: 
“The Great Dying” 

[252 mya] 
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be a temporary 
large rise in 
vulcanism in Siberia

Largest mass 
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One cause seems to 
be a temporary 
large rise in 
vulcanism in Siberia

—global warming 
from large rise 
in carbon dioxide 
from volcanoes, 
and from vast 
coal deposits set 
on fire.

Largest mass 
extinction ever: 
“The Great Dying” 

[252 mya] 
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Later that day… 
Rise of the dinosaurs 

[~230 mya] 
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Later that day… 
Rise of the dinosaurs 

[~230 mya] 

Early (triassic) 
dinosaurs
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First mammals 
[~215 mya] 
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First mammals 
[~215 mya] 
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Supercontinent 
Pangaea breaks up 
[180 mya to present] 
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Pangaea: most 
recent of many 
former 
supercontinents. 
e.g. Vaalbara 
(3.6-2.8 gya)

Supercontinent 
Pangaea breaks up 
[180 mya to present] 
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Plate tectonics  
(continental 
drift) driven by 
“simmering” 
magma in mantel 
layer of Earth.

Supercontinent 
Pangaea breaks up 
[180 mya to present] 



Plate tectonics
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“Pangaea’’



Plate tectonics
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Plate tectonics
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Plate tectonics
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Plate tectonics

35
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Extinction of the 
dinosaurs
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Extinction of the 
dinosaurs

Late (Cretaceous) 
dinosaurs
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Extinction of the 
dinosaurs

Impact  
of a ~10 km 
asteroid?
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Early primate-like 
mammals 
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Early primate-like 
mammals 

Plesiadapis 
[~55 mya] 
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Early primate-like 
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Plesiadapis 
[~55 mya] 

Adept climber; 
has similarities  
to modern 
squirrels, as well 
as to modern 
tarsiers. 
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Early primate-like 
mammals 

Plesiadapis 
[~55 mya] 

Adept climber; 
has similarities  
to modern 
squirrels, as well 
as to modern 
tarsiers. 
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years
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[24 mya]
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proconsul 
[24 mya]

mixture of monkey-like and  
ape-like characteristics; 
possible ancestor of 
modern gibbons & apes.



Each hour = 1.6 million 
years

Last Day
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Gibbon ancestors 
separated from great-
ape ancestors 

[about 15 mya]



Last Day
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Each hour = 1.6 
million years

Gorilla ancestors and 
human ancestors 
separated 

[about 10 mya]



Last Day
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Each hour = 1.6 
million years

Chimpanzee ancestors 
and human ancestors 
separated 

[about 8 mya]



Last Day
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Australopithecus  
[about 4 mya]



Last Day
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Homo erectus 
[about 2 mya]
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Last Hour
Each minute = 
26,000 years
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Homo sapiens 
(early modern 
humans) 

[about 300,000 
years ago (ya)]

Last Hour
Each minute = 
26,000 years
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Homo sapiens 
(early modern 
humans) 

[about 300,000 
years ago (ya)]

Last Hour
Each minute = 
26,000 years



Last Hour
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Each minute = 
26,000 years

Behaviorally modern 
humans 

[about 40,000 ya]



Last Minute
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Each second = 
438 years

Sophisticated cave 
paintings  (Lascaux, 
France) 

[about 16,000 ya] 



Last Minute
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Each second = 
438 years

Development of 
agriculture 

[about 13,000 ya]



Last Minute
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Each second = 
438 years

Egyptian pyramids 
[about 4600 ya]



Last Minute
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Each second = 
438 years

Galileo and Kepler 
show that the Earth 
orbits the Sun 

[1609 AD = 408 ya]
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The year 2017 

0.002 seconds 
before midnight

Last Minute
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The year 2017 

0.002 seconds 
before midnight

Last Minute
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[Thanks to Toni Wirts 
for the images!]
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Beta Testing
Claude Bernard

April, 2015; revised October, 2017

Seemed like a good idea at the time.
Standing up on his back legs to peer
over the tall grass of the savanna.
Or maybe to free his hands to grab a stick
and wallop some unsuspecting antelope,
or just to pick his prehistoric nose
and remove the booger that had been
stuck there since the early Pliocene.

It’s true it’s a pleasure to walk around,
eyes high above the ground, and see what’s what.
And on my father’s last night, he started up,
eyes wide, and said “I want to walk in the world.”

But really guys, was it wise to construct
a precarious platform on two flimsy feet,
and then balance a growing bowling-ball
of a head on top of it all?
Seems like there are still some kinks
to iron out, like the one in my back.
I’d like to come back in a couple
of million years and get the new model,
whose knees and hips don’t wear out so quickly,
whose neck isn’t such a pain, and whose brain,
when old, doesn’t fear falling quite so much.

Still, I’m thankful the current model is able
to pick up a No. 2 pencil
and write this.
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Beta Testing
Claude Bernard

April, 2015; revised October, 2017

Seemed like a good idea at the time.
Standing up on his back legs to peer
over the tall grass of the savanna.
Or maybe to free his hands to grab a stick
and wallop some unsuspecting antelope,
or just to pick his prehistoric nose
and remove the booger that had been
stuck there since the early Pliocene.

It’s true it’s a pleasure to walk around,
eyes high above the ground, and see what’s what.
And on my father’s last night, he started up,
eyes wide, and said “I want to walk in the world.”

But really guys, was it wise to construct
a precarious platform on two flimsy feet,
and then balance a growing bowling-ball
of a head on top of it all?
Seems like there are still some kinks
to iron out, like the one in my back.
I’d like to come back in a couple
of million years and get the new model,
whose knees and hips don’t wear out so quickly,
whose neck isn’t such a pain, and whose brain,
when old, doesn’t fear falling quite so much.

Still, I’m thankful the current model is able
to pick up a No. 2 pencil
and write a poem.



Each hour = 1.6 million 
years

Last Day
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Each hour = 1.6 million 
years
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“middle horse” 
[about 38 mya]



Last Day
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Each hour = 1.6 million years

Gomphotherium 
(elephant ancestor)
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